Tail Lamp Conversion

1. If converting a late square lamp hole Mini to fit MK1 rear lamps, these are the metal plates required for the conversion.
   L/H............. MS026L R/H............. MS026R

Boot Floor & Repair Panels

2. Rear seat and boot floor genuine panel suitable for all models.
   a. With battery box. ............................................. HMP441016
   b. Without battery box ........................................ ALAS521

3. Boot inner repair panel Non Genuine.
   a. Right hand. MS24R
   b. Left hand: MS24L


Subframe Mounting Panel

5. Subframe mounting and rear floor skirt panel, all models.
   a. Complete panel genuine 1991 on but fits all .............. HMP441008
   b. Complete panel pre 1991 original shape ................. MS51
   c. Right hand half panel only .................................... HMP441006
   d. Left hand half panel only .................................... HMP441007

Battery Box

6. a. Original battery box. ........................................ 1446499
   b. Non genuine pattern battery box
      ................................................................. MS51

   For Battery ancillaries see page 48.

Rear Wheel Arches

7. a. Right hand arch complete. ................................. 1449558
   b. Left hand arch complete ................................. 1449559

8. a. Right hand arch part only. ............................... 1446617
   b. Left hand arch part only ................................. 1446618

9. a. Right hand damper (shock absorber) turret part only 
      ............................................................ HMP441010
   b. Left hand damper (shock absorber) turret part only
      ............................................................ HMP441011

Closing Panels

10. Rear Valance closing panels.
    a. Right hand ............. ALAS524
    b. Left hand ............. ALAS525

11. Rear Valance closing and subframe mount panels.
    a. Right hand ............. ALAS528
    b. Left hand ............. ALAS623

12. Front of rear wheel arch closing panel. (Right Hand shown).
    a. Right hand ............. 1446611
    b. Left hand ............. 1446612

13. Rear Subframe mount stiffener bracket. (Left Hand shown).
    a. Right hand ............. 1446609
    b. Left hand ............. 1446610

Floor & Sill Panels

14. Replacement floor pans to fit all Minis up to injection type cars where they ran a strengthening gusset from front to rear on the passenger side to recess the extra pipes.
   a. Right hand front floor pan only (non genuine) ........ MS25R
   b. Left hand front floor pan (non genuine) ............... MS25L
   c. Right hand front to rear floor pan Pre Rod Change gear lever tunnel (non genuine) ......................... F5006R
   d. Left hand front to rear floor pan Pre Rod change gear lever tunnel (non genuine) ......................... F5006L
   e. Right hand genuine front to rear floor pan with latest pressings Rod change tunnel ......................... HMP441004
   f. Left hand genuine front to rear floor pan with latest pressings Rod change tunnel ......................... HMP441005

15. Rear floor pan only (non genuine) 
    a. Right hand ................ MS26R
    b. Left hand ................ MS26L

16. a. Floor pan only (rod type gear lever change) ......... 14492669
    b. Complete floor assembly MK1/2 with sills / cross member ................................. 24A2615
    c. Complete floor assembly MK4 with sills /cross member ........................................ ADA36002E

   For Sill features see page 49.

   Sill panels 17-21 are for saloon (sedan) only

17. a. Outer sill Genuine 6 flute MK3 ......................... 1449534 . 1449535
    b. Outer sill Genuine Van 6 flute ......................... 1449026 . 1449027

18. a. Outer sill 8" Non genuine MK3 ......................... MS55R . MS55L
    b. Outer sill 8" Non genuine Van ......................... MS58R . MS58L
    c. Rover revised 5.75" wide MK1/2 ....................... BH5M . BH4M
    d. Outer sill 4 flute 4" wide MK1/2 ....................... MS30R . MS30L
    e. Outer sill 4 flute 8" wide MK1/2 ....................... MS29R . MS29L
    f. Inner sill all saloons (right hand shown) ........... MS27R . MS27L

22. Genuine jacking point hole and cross member extension reinforcement bracket (Left hand shown)
    a. Right hand .................. 1448374
    b. Left hand .................. 1448375

Complete Body Shell

23. All bodyshells are zinc coated steel with E-coated special etch primer. The floor is for rod change gearbox 1972 on and takes rubber mounted front subframes. Has a "rotodip" hole in the metal head which gives access for central speedo, no ariel hole or wing side repeater holes. The MK4/5 has inner wing air slats for side mounted radiator MK6 has large round inner wing hole for electric fan. MK7 has blank inner wing and takes front mounted radiator, with roof ariel hole. MK7 Sportspack has modified panels and holes for Sportspack arches.
   a. MK4/5 complete shell 1976-90 ................................ BMP543
   b. MK6 complete shell 1991-96 ................................ AAA36002
   c. MK7 complete shell 1996 on ................................ AAA36020
   d. MK7 Sportspack complete shell 1996 on ............... AAA36020

24. Clubman complete shell 1976 on .......................... 126594

Easy on-line ordering at www.minimania.com